
AVOID THESE 10 MONEY MYTHS
NOW AND GET RICH!



MYTH #1 Financial Advisors and

Mutual Funds are Free!

Most people have no idea
how much their investments
cost on an annual basis. 
 And Canada in particular,
has some of highest fees on
mutual funds in the WORLD.

If you own mutuals funds you are paying 2-3% per
year for your investments unless they are index
funds -the reason is because the financial advisors
have to get paid and the money managers that
manage these funds.  Ask yourself, what advice are
you getting for this fee, and perhaps even
calculate it. 

If you are getting no human contact or conversation, I encourage you to
explore your options.
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For example, If your portfolio is $100,000 
Fees = $2,000-$3,000 per year in lost
returns! 



Low-cost managed portfolios 
Robo-advisor 
Buying Index ETFs or Index Funds

Here are some low-cost options:  
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*This chart assumes an original investment of $100,000 for
30 years, with an average annual return of 7%

The Significance of Fees over Time

See above. A $100,000 portfolio that has fees of 0.5%
will be $661,436 after 30 years, versus the same
$100,000 with 2.5% fees will be $374,531.  $287,000
LESS!  They don't seem like much at the time, but over
time the difference is HUGE.
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MYTH #2 Credit cards are a no - no

Credit cards if used properly can be amazing tools to assist you in
managing your money!

If you add up all of your monthly expenses or budget line amounts
that can be paid with a credit card - you can track your balance as
the month (billing period) progresses and SLOW down if you are
getting close to your budget limit.

You can also maximize rewards or cash back by picking the right card
that benefits your current spending patterns.
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MYTH #3
Renting is a waste of your

money, you must own your home

This is a societal pressure, that you
must own your home. 

But these days, with the price of
homes skyrocketing as they are, it
may not make sense, especially in
the very expensive markets. Not to
mention the cost to maintain and
finance properties.

Buy a home because it makes
sense to you, not because you feel
pressured.

You don’t have to own your home
to own real estate! There are many
ways to build wealth with real
estate that AREN'T your home!
(Airbnb, rental property, private
lending, Joint Ventures, REITs)
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MYTH #4 Women aren’t good with money,

leave it to your husband

Studies have shown, women are actually better investors than men. 

No matter what you’re marital status is – women should have their
own money, and play an active role in managing it. In fact, all people
should.

No shame: Remember you were never taught how to manage it! It’s
like to trying to drive a car, without a lesson. Well of course you won’t
be good at it. So imagine how good you can be with your money if
you’re committed to learning and showing your money some love!

We have more patience - don’t chase fast quick returns 
We don't react to market fluctuations as much
We are more willing to ask for help and learn

Why? 
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MYTH #5
Investing is dangerous and you

could lose all your money 

You know what’s more dangerous than investing? NOT investing. Your
money devalues every year because the price of goods increase every
year. Therefore, a dollar doesn’t go as far next year as it does this
year. The only way to stay ahead of that is to invest your money.

But don’t chase quick-rich schemes or investments that sound too
good to be true…they likely are. If you build a portfolio that is well-
diversified across many asset classes, companies, industries, and
geographic regions – you WILL NOT lose all your money!

If investing seems scary – it’s because you don’t know enough about it
(and you don’t have to know much to get started!). So I encourage you
to start learning.  Knowledge is EMPOWERMENT!
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MYTH #6
Everyone needs life insurance

until they die

The insurance industry has so much bias in it. Agents are so
highly compensated for certain types of policies that some
agents will sell them to anyone that will buy them, regardless of
whether they actually NEED it.

The result: people are paying 10X what they need for insurance e
and they have way more coverage than they need. 

Do NOT combine mitigating your financial risks if the worst
thing happens, with your investment/retirment goals.  For
99.99% of the population, life insurance is not a good
investment vehicle.

Whole policies are only
investment vehicles for
high-net-worth people
because of the tax savings.

Advice: get a second opinion
about your insurance needs
from someone that is not
selling insurance.
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MYTH #7
Your RRSP and TFSA accounts

are investments

No. They are containers with unique tax characteristics to HOLD your
investments.

Therefore when you open an RRSP/TFSA/IRA//ROTH IRA account, you
still need to invest the money by choosing securities to invest in.

How do you figure out if you’re accounts are invested? 

See if there is any return or growth year over year. 

If the chart is flat, likely not

Get some help!
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MYTH #8
Don’t invest until you’re debt free

Invest if...

You have consumer debt (ie debt >8% in interest).  You
need to throw every single dollar at that debt until it’s gone. 

You have low interest debt, like student loans or a car
payment, anything under 7%. 

Don't Invest if...
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MYTH #9
Driving blind without a plan

Do you know the answers to these questions: 

When can I retire? How much do I have to invest every year so
I can retire at a certain age? Should I keep my investment
property or sell? How much will I need to live off of in
retirement annually? Should I take the lump sum on my
pension or leave it?

Retirement plans are essential to planning
and achieving our future goals.

What age you can retire at
How much you would like to live off
Planning for legacy to children
Uncover how much extra you need to
save
Answer questions about disposing of
assets - real estate etc
Discover the best accounts to use -
tax efficiency

Retirement plans provide clarity on:
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MYTH #10 Pay off your mortgage as

fast as you can before

really investing

You cannot eat your house when
you're retired, so you need to have
both somewhere to live AND
money to live.

Mortgage interest rates are
typically under 5% and a
conservative annual return rate on
your investments is somewhere
between 5-8%, so don’t save 3%
when you can be making 8!
Achieve balance

In the early years of having your mortgage when the principle is at its
highest, this would be the time to add extra payments to your
mortgage. But it’s also the time typically that we can accumulate
more in our investments. Take a balanced approach.

Having a mortgage provides leverage.  It provides access to capital
for other investments etc.



Here's Your Homework:

Understand the fees on your investments. Assess their value
for the service you are getting.

Ensure your investment accounts (RRSP /TFSA /RESP /401K
/IRA /ROTH IRA) are INVESTED

Get a second UNBIASED opinion on your life insurance policy,
or assess if you need it!

Make 2022 the year you get a retirement plan!
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ABOUT ME
MICHELLE ROBERTSON

WEALTH & MONEY COACH, CANADIAN CPA, DOG LOVER, FEROCIOUS TRAVELLER.
HERE TO NARROW THE GENDER WEALTH GAP BY DEMYSTIFYING MONEY FOR
WOMEN

I have always been passionate about financial wellness and personal growth. In the last year,
I have supported 18 women to find $11 million in additional retirement assets through my
signature coaching program...and I am just getting started!  

In early 2020, I completed a coaching certification and moved the focus of my financial
expertise to working with women on financial wellness and wealth building.  I desired deeper
connection and to have a greater impact on people's lives, in my work. I wanted to start
seeing women win!  Ms. Money and Math's mission is narrow the gender wealth gap by
empowering women to build wealth. They achieve this by implementing sound money
management skills and learning the basics of the investing landscape so they can make
informed decisions. 

Much love, gratitude and money, 
Michelle

https://www.instagram.com/ms.moneyandmath/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michellerobertsonca/
http://www.msmoneyandmath.com/

